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ADAPTING TO INFLATION
IN 2022 AND 2023
Nobody expected inflation to jump from one percent to eight
percent in a year because such a rapid rise has never happened.
Yet here we are, dealing with the unexpected increase in cost for
virtually everything. For high-rise and condominium communities,
this increase is much greater.
The question, for everyone, is how to pay these higher expenses.
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FROM THE EDITOR …….
The economy has taken a quick and unexpected turn in
2022 - higher inflation and accelerated cost increases causing turmoil in condominium communities. Those
faster to recognize the impact and quickly adapt will
remain more financially sound and better able to adapt
to whatever happens in the coming year. Those slower
to adapt are likely to encounter greater hardships.
Last month we explained why condo fees need to rise
by double digits. This month we look at the impact of
inflation and higher rates on condo communities, and
how they can adapt to these changes.
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Another change to which communities will have to
adapt is a permanent shortage of condominium managers. As with inflation and higher interest rates,
communities must choose between adapting to reduce costs or paying more in condo fees. Smarter
condo boards will choose the former. All other communities will struggle with the latter.
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Until recently, many
condominium communities
were operating under the
assumption that the rate of
inflation was two percent. While
this has not been true for many
years, recent peaks of eight
percent or higher are serving as
a shock to many communities.
Actual Inflation
The “official” rate of inflation is not indicative of rising costs for highrise condominium communities. Condominium corporations have a
great many expenses not reflected in the consumer rate of inflation;
such as building equipment purchases, repairs and maintenance,
management and employee salaries, security and cleaning services.
Replacement and major repair costs from reserve accounts have
been rising at a rate of 35 percent between Q1 2020 and Q4 2021
according to the Residential Building Construction Index.
Benefits of Inflation
Condominium corporations have large amounts of money in reserve
fund accounts. Much of this is invested in guaranteed investment
certificates (GICs) or stored in bank accounts. Interest income on
these funds will be greater as rates increase in response to Bank of
Canada efforts to lower inflation by increasing the benchmark
interest rate.
Most condominium corporations invest in GICs with their banking
institution. It is possible to obtain a higher rate of return on invested
funds by investing with a more specialized organization such as
Desjardins Financial which has advisers able to provide superior
rates for GICs available to condominium corporations and consistent
with the Condo Act.
Inflationary Problems
Condominium corporations are dependent on monthly condo fee

CONTINUED PAGE 4 ...
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
IMPACT OF INFLATION AND HIGHER INTEREST RATES… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
payments. They operate with relatively low cash
balances and establish fees at the lowest practical
level. This reduces the benefit from higher interest
income as compared to higher costs for daily
operations and the reserve fund.
It is unlikely reserve funds have been adjusted to
reflect the increase in costs over the past two years.
Expenses are unlikely to drop to their prior level so
an adjustment is necessary to avoid a financial
shortfall. Newer buildings are more likely to have a
smaller reserve fund balance and fewer major
expenses in the next few years. This gives them
more time to adjust condo fees to necessary levels.
Older buildings with an inadequate reserve fund
balance are at greater risk of requiring more funds
on short notice. All communities must contend with
higher operational costs on an equal level.

any estimate is that the reserve fund balance is not
linear. Each year money is spent to address the
building’s major repair and replacement needs
while money is also added to the fund. Some years
the fund may incur a net loss meaning that even
more will be needed in future years.

Assuming a fund balance target of $7 million after
30 years, nearly $250,000 will have to be added
annually plus an amount equivalent to what is
spent each year. An average annual contribution of
$500,000 may not be unreasonable considering all
expenses and inflation.
Obligations of the Board of Directors
Boards of directors are responsible for the financial
oversight of the condominium corporation. Some
view this as minimizing condo fees that owners
must pay and choose to ignore the need to protect
assets of the corporation.

Communities with an underfunded reserve fund
and needing to borrow funds will have to pay more.
This increases the cost of everything borrowed
Protecting assets of the corporation serves to
funds will be used for.
maintain owners’ homes or investments while
maximizing their value. When a reserve fund is not
Underfunded Reserve Fund
adequately funded and the building is not properly
Few quantify what constitutes an underfunded
maintained, assets of the corporation are not being
reserve fund because of the many variables to
protected. Furthermore, new owners of condo
consider. It is easier to claim that a reserve fund is units are saddled with the undisclosed financial
in good condition because it has a large balance.
obligations of sellers. Disclosing an inadequate
reserve fund or financial deficit in a status certificate
“When a new building first opens, the reserve fund leads to lower or cancelled offers to purchase.
is at zero dollars,” explains Jon Juffs, Director of the Nobody wants to live in a building in disrepair or
Condominium/Strata Group at McIntosh Perry. “By likely subject to large increases in fees.
the time that building is 25 or 30 years old, and
assuming a height of about 24 floors, the amount
Balancing these interests requires an honest and
needed to pay for necessary work could be $7
realistic annual budget for operations, a realistic
million or more. While this may be a lot of money,
reserve fund study and a proper level of condo fees
replacing building windows, elevators and roof
to support both. While many owners will be
could use up most of it.” This amount can fluctuate unhappy when condo fees increase, this is
for many reasons including building size and how
preferable to the level of dissatisfaction a few years
well it has been maintained. Further complicating
later by failing to set fees at a proper level.
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
ADAPTING TO INFLATION IN 2022 AND 2023… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Inflation has affected everything necessary to
maintain the high-rise home from energy to
cleaning supplies, labour and equipment. The
problem is made worse by a shortage of labour and
delays in deliveries.
Vendors and contractors have adjusted pricing and
service levels. Condominium boards must prepare
to pay higher costs and budget accordingly.
Flexibility in repair and renovation costs is essential
to avoid delays and cancellation of projects.

increase for one year before it can be lowered in
successive years until it reaches a more stable level.
Condominium boards have incurred higher
expenses in 2022 than included in budgets, and
further increases are likely in 2023. To address an
immediate cash flow problem, a one-time special
assessment may be necessary. Communities with a
stronger cash position may be able to wait until
their next budget and scheduled increase in condo
fees.

Managing and Controlling Costs

Ultimately, condominium communities have no
control over rising costs. They must ride out these
Past information will not help in dealing with such a unexpected increases and prepare for more in the
rapid rise in costs. The immediate solution is to
coming year. Focusing on better management may
revisit budgets and build an eight percent increase help reduce some costs.
in line items for supplies, materials and equipment.
This may or may not be sufficient.
To control some costs, purchase in bulk where
possible. This reduces the price per unit for
items such as ice melt, light bulbs and
cleaning supplies.
Prioritize projects and anticipate additional
time to complete them. Planned projects
need to be started earlier if they are to be
completed on schedule. Sign annual contracts
for landscaping, HVAC, elevator and
equipment maintenance to reduce price
increases throughout the year.
Reserve funds are likely to be underfunded by
a comparable amount and should be topped
up by the same amount as the operating
budget for all work scheduled for the
remainder of 2022 and throughout 2023. The
inflation rate applied to reserve fund studies
will likely need to reflect a double digit
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CONDO BOARDS & MANAGEMENT

CONDOMINIUM MANAGEMENT
CHALLENGE
A shortage of condominium managers has created populations. The field of condominium
angst within the industry and the communities they management is not yet experiencing the declines
serve.
seen in other industries.
Theories as to the cause of this problem include the
volume and type of work, salaries, hours, and
treatment by condo boards and owners. The reality
is much simpler.

In the future there will be fewer
people available to work and
condominium management will not
be an exception.

A nationwide shortage of people in the workforce
has impacted on the condominium management
industry. This shortage has been blamed for
product shortages, inflation, poor health care and a
great many ills. The reason for this shortage is
demographic. Millennials are now approaching 40
years old. Among them and younger generations,
fewer have chosen to get married. Of those who
have married, they are having fewer children. After
more than two decades of this, there are now fewer
people entering the workforce than leaving it. While
Canada has partially compensated for this by
increasing immigration, it has not reversed this
trend. Our response to Covid made things worse,
caused a wave of early retirements, and likely
brought us to this point a few years earlier.

In the future there will be fewer people available to
work and condominium management will not be an
exception. Condominium communities will need to
adapt. Licensing and training requirements for
condominium managers may be relaxed to attract
more candidates to the industry. Condominium
communities will have to counter this if they want to
maintain or improve current standards of service
and expectations. Individuals with a broad set of
business skills, experience and knowledge will find
that the industry offers stable employment, a good
salary and an enjoyable working environment.
Those who are less capable will be able to find work
at a reduced salary and less job stability.

This problem is not caused by a decrease in
condominium managers. In fact, Condominium
Management Regulatory Authority of Ontario
(CMRAO) reports that the number of General
License condominium managers in Ontario has
increased for four consecutive years. More likely,
the shortage results from an increase in
condominium buildings and their growing

Reduce Turnover
It is not uncommon for some communities to
replace their manager every two years, with some
increasing frequency to one per year. Condo
boards will have to develop a better understanding
of what it takes to obtain, support and retain good
management if they hope to maintain their
communities at a high level.

CONTINUED PAGE 8 ….
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CONDO BOARDS & MANAGEMENT
CONDOMINIUM MANAGEMENT CHALLENGE… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7
Develop a Job Description and Document
Do More with Less
Expectations
Management contracts outline core responsibilities,
some expectations, financial compensation and
termination provisions. What they lack is the detail
required to establish and evaluate expectations. A
job description can better detail condo board
expectations and should exist prior to signing a
management contract. It specifies specific
requirements of the job, working hours, and tasks
the manager is expected to undertake.
Undertake an annual performance review. Review
the job description. Identify areas of excellence and
where improvement is needed. Document
expectations for the coming year – areas of
improvement and tasks to achieve future goals or
targets. Identify what tasks the manager should
undertake to ensure the board achieves its goals.
At the next annual performance review, look closely
at the effectiveness of management based on these
requirements.

In a world with fewer employees, communities will
have to focus on making available employees more
productive where possible.

It may not be possible to obtain the services of two
managers, or a manager and administrator, as is
common in many communities. Finding a single
More frequent reviews are preferable. A semimanager to work full-time for a community may be
annual performance review provides an opportunity difficult.
to look at progress or changes to address concerns
by management or the board in relation to what is
The best condominium managers will find ways to
documented in the annual performance review. For manage building operations, communications and
a new condominium manager, quarterly reviews are other duties more efficiently. The effort it takes to
preferable to help establish expectations and
write a poorly worded notice or e-mail, deal with
contractual terms. Dissatisfaction by either party
confused or upset residents and vendors, then
should be openly discussed and mutual
reissue the communication is unnecessarily wasted
expectations clarified. Each performance review
time. Expand this to the number of
should be summarized in writing.
communications that management sends daily and
it is not a stretch to believe that efficiency can be
This approach ensures management is clear on
improved by more than 25 percent simply by
what is required of them, how their employer feels reducing the volume of e-mails, texts, letters and
about the work they are doing, and provides
calls from building residents.
direction for the coming year. Link salary increases
to a positive annual performance review.

CONTINUED PAGE 9 ….
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CONDO BOARDS & MANAGEMENT
CONDOMINIUM MANAGEMENT CHALLENGE… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8
A single manager with good communication and
management skills can be more productive by
utilizing proven practices, systems and technologies.
They can operate more efficiently and at lower cost
while providing the board and management with a
higher level of service. Salaries, job descriptions
and daily tasks will adapt. More competent
condominium managers will excel and stand out.
Less capable managers will continue to encounter
lower salaries and high turnover until their
competency improves.

time consuming. Management will have less time to
search paper records. An electronic solution
reduces the manpower necessary to sustain a paper
-based system thus allowing employees to address
other matters.

Investing in improved technology,
services and practices requires
more in the way of competence
than funds. Savings from reduced
staffing will likely be greater
than additional costs.

Condo management software, already a necessity
for efficient communications and management, will
become essential. Printing, distributing and
searching archival documents will not be feasible
with reduced staffing. Communities will be unable
to manage package deliveries without technology
for managing record keeping or smart parcel
lockers which remove this task from concierge/
security duties.

Much of this can be accomplished without an
impact on budgets and condo fees. Investing in
improved technology, services and practices
requires more in the way of competence than
funds. Savings from reduced staffing will likely be
greater than additional costs.

Time consuming accounting practices can be
replaced with electronic systems. Fewer people
become necessary to ensure payments are made to
vendors, fees are received, and reports prepared
more quickly and without errors introduced by
manual processes. Accounting costs are reduced.

A future with fewer employees is to be embraced if
management competency is enhanced, board and
resident relations are improved, and condominium
boards can incorporate a greater awareness of what
is occurring in their community when making
decisions.

Security will become more dependent on video
cameras, electronic access systems and remote
concierge services. These technologies allow for
current or reduced staffing levels without
degradation in service.
Electronic communication will be more necessary
than today. The cost, both time and money, of
printing and distributing paper will be more
problematic with fewer people to do this work.
Printing, posting and subsequently removing paper
notices from elevators, hallways and mail room is
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BUILDING MANAGEMENT

HIGH-RISE PARKING WOES
Parking can be a challenge in high-density areas.
High-rise communities with more cars than parking
spaces find visitor parking being abused. The
problem may be a shortage of space for resident
parking or insufficient parking to accommodate
visitors.

overnight visitor parking permits allowed per
suite per month. Additional limitations may
include maximum number of days or hours per
permit.

Finally, parking rules only have value when
enforced. This ensures limited parking spaces are
Parking problems occur when family and friends are used for their intended purpose. Parking areas can
encouraged to use free “visitor” parking to save
be checked one or more times a day. When a
money, or when residents prefer to use visitor
violation occurs, options range from placing a notice
parking rather than pay for a space or for
on the vehicle to contacting parking enforcement or
convenience.
a towing company.
Visitor parking is an amenity for residents not to be
monopolized by those requiring more parking
spaces than they receive.

Record keeping can be a challenge. Parking control
management, a feature included with most condo
management
software
The first step in addressing parking problems is applications,
to identify the problem which may be a shortage can be used to
of permanent parking spaces, shortage of visitor
log vehicles in
parking spaces or abuse of parking privileges.
resident and
visitor parking,
The next step is to establish rules, or by-laws, to and issue
better manage parking space resources.
parking
passes.
• Restrict resident parking space use to residents
with a vehicle registered with the management Tighter
office and who provide a copy of valid insurance enforcement
and registration. Requiring production of these of parking
documents ensures parking spaces are not used ensures
residents are
for storage of vehicles that are not drivable.
treated fairly
• Place limits on use of visitor parking. Require a when access
to parking is
parking permit for each vehicle parked in visitor
limited.
parking. Limits can be placed on the number of
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ELECTIONS & MEETINGS

OWNER PARTICIPATION
AT MEETINGS

DRONE DELIVERIES
READYING FOR TAKEOFF
In urbanized Toronto and its regions drone
delivery of orders, if it is to become available, is
well suited to high-rise communities.

Board meetings are generally restricted to board
members for motions, deliberating and making
decisions (voting). Individuals, including owners or
residents, may be asked to attend a portion of the
meeting to offer information the board feels may
be relevant to a matter they intend to discuss.
An agenda ensures important business items are
discussed and voted upon. Board members, being
made aware of what is to be discussed, are
expected to be prepared for the meeting’s
business and to vote on relevant matters.
Residents and owners may be allowed to attend
and quietly observe board meetings. If time is set
aside for comments or questions by residents and
owners, it is typically at the beginning of the
meeting and limited to no more than a few
minutes. Residents and owners have no authority
to propose a motion for consideration.

Drones can carry about 4.5 kg of cargo per trip. It
may not be long before some buildings have a
rooftop landing pad for drone deliveries. A drone
drops multiple packages on the roof and informs
the concierge by e-mail. The concierge retrieves
packages, logs them into their package
management system that informs residents of
their arrival, and stores them until retrieved.
Commercial drones have been used in high-rise
communities for inspecting buildings to identify
problems and necessary maintenance. Their use
for delivering items is another evolutionary step.
This is no longer science fiction. Infrastructure for
making drone deliveries possible in Toronto is
moving forward. More than 100,000 deliveries
have been made in the US and other countries.
Package delivery by drone may never be practical
for those residing in a single-family home. Multiresidential buildings allow more packages for more
people to be delivered to a single destination.

The Annual General Meeting (AGM) is where
owners more fully participate in condo governance
by casting votes on major agenda items such as
election of directors. Having items possibly added
to the AGM agenda is a separate process that
takes place prior to the meeting.
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OBTAINING RESULTS FROM
TECHNOLOGY
There are more technology options for boards and
condominium managers to work with than ever
before. From phone apps to integrated systems,
there are solutions for managing service requests,
communications, dissemination and sharing of
information, package delivery, management of
amenities, service requests, security, parking
management and financial management.
Avoid the trap of seeking the best or most current
technology. Focus on those most likely to be used
and maintained.
The need for technology
solutions is beyond
dispute. Imagine handwriting every
communication,
delivering to each door
and mailing to owners
on vacation or residing
elsewhere. The amount
of verbal communication
occurring in a high-rise
building would make it
nearly impossible to
handle the scope of
management obligations
without additional
staffing. It would not be
possible to maintain
complete documentation
of everything going on,
and to access this
information when issues
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arise. Condo living as we know it would likely be
diminished and possibly impractical.
Expansion of technology into our lives is happening
faster, and comes in all shapes and sizes. Mobile
phones are integrated to handle virtually anything
required of a computer ten years ago. There are
specialized apps for virtually anything you want to
do. For communities there are inexpensive,
sometimes free, programs available. Among the
drawbacks of these free apps and programs are
their limited features and lack of integration.

CONTINUED PAGE 13 ….

BUILDING MANAGEMENT
OBTAINING RESULTS FROM TECHNOLOGY… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
Another is upgrades and enhancements that are
infrequent, perhaps nonexistent, when the original
application is found to be flawed, too restrictive, or
lacking in necessary functionality. This makes it
impractical to cobble together a functional solution
without taking a more integrated approach. Finally,
free or low-cost applications require another way to
make money. This usually turns out to be some
combination of lack of control or access to
information in the system, inferior reporting or
printing options, or use of entered information for
other purposes.

retaining, using and inadvertently disclosing
personal account information. Another technology
facilitates communication to residents via e-mail,
text and recordings via telephone complete with an
opt-out option. Residents provide their contact
information and are obligated to update it to
continue receiving communication. Those failing to
provide updates or choosing to opt out become
responsible for not receiving communications. Risk
of contact information misuse or disclosure is
eliminated since users provide information direct to
the system without involving management.

Today’s condo management software offers an
effective solution. It functions like an ecosystem
offering a full complement of necessary features
including management of service requests, package
and parking management, resident communication
and delivery of information without generating
paper. Booking amenities, providing direction to
security about guests, and communicating with
management is handled electronically with records
maintained should they be required in the future.
Comprehensive reporting, search and analytic tools
are included. Depending on the product there may
be differences in more advanced or specialized
features. Some applications, for example, simplify
package receiving by having the concierge scan the
tracking bar code on each package with their
smartphone. This connects to the resident list and
automatically delivers an electronic notification by
text or e-mail. A process taking minutes can be
reduced to seconds. Magnify this by hundreds of
packages daily and savings are substantial.

Implementation and Effectiveness
Effectiveness of these systems is affected by board
support. A common cause of failure for any
technology is lack of use. A board may choose not
to use a system while not requiring that
management use systems, encourage resident use
and implement available features. The result is a
system that is underutilized, fails to deliver results
and deemed a failure.

Other technologies complement the core functions
of condo management software. This may include
handling of work orders or accounting. Payment
systems allow fees to be paid electronically saving
management time while eliminating risk of

Working with a single application makes it easier to
train residents and staff. As more residents use an
application, fewer need to visit the management
office or concierge desk thus saving time and
money. When problems arise, records are more
easily accessed saving even more time and money.
There’s will always be some residents unable or
unwilling to adopt new technology. This is no
reason to deprive all residents of access to
technology that works for them while reducing
expenses. Boards can smooth this transition by
offering training sessions while allowing residents to
continue the old way with knowledge they will be
unable to benefit from enhanced communication
and time-saving features.
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SECURITY, SAFETY & FRAUD

HIGH-RISE SAFETY (SECURITY)
Statistics Canada tracks
burglary rates by type of
accommodation;
condominiums, town homes,
duplexes and single-family homes. Condominiums
are the least burglarized form of housing over the
20+ years this information has been tracked.
Statistics Canada 2016 research found that
condominium buildings with six or more floors are
60 percent safer from burglaries than single-family
dwellings. Condominium buildings of five floors or
less, while riskier than higher buildings, are 35
percent less likely to be burglarized than a
conventional single-family home.
Areas of greatest risk in a high-rise building
• First, second and top floors; particularly those
suites with a sliding glass door.
• Suites closest to a stairwell where the street
level door is not always locked.

Newer technology offers a use-it or lose-it feature
whereby fobs or cards are automatically deactivated
when not used for a period, such as 30 days,
determined by management.
Security Guards
Many communities have a security guard that
monitors the main entrance and patrols sensitive
areas that include parking, common areas, access
doors and grounds.
Video Surveillance
Video surveillance, monitored by security guards
and retained for a period of time, make it
exceptionally difficult for building intruders to be
undetected. Recordings can be utilized by police
after a theft has occurred. The value of video
surveillance increases with improved image quality
and more cameras monitoring building areas.
Motion activated cameras that automatically
expand image size on a monitored screen when
movement is detected make it easier to monitor
building activities in real-time.

Increased safety of high-rise living is the likely result
of four levels of security, rarely used in a singleSuite Alarms
family home, making it harder for someone to
Many condominiums include in-suite alarm
burglarize a building and individual suite then
systems. Studies
escape undetected.
show these
buildings are less
Electronic Security Systems
likely to be
Many high-rise communities rely on electronic
burglarized. When
security devices such as fobs or cards for building
a burglary occurs,
access. These work best when distribution is
losses are likely to
controlled and recorded, and deactivated when not
be lower.
in physical possession by a building resident.
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GARDENING & LANDSCAPING

GAMBLING WITH
SNOW AND ICE
Opinions vary about frequency of snow clearing
and use of salt. Some feel their condominium’s
contractor uses too much salt which gets tracked
into homes and damages floors or walls. Others,
more concerned with the risk of slipping and
falling, feel more salt is needed.
Most condominium corporations are required to
maintain common areas which includes removing
snow and ice from walkways, driveways and
parking areas. They also have an obligation to
ensure the reasonable safety of those on the
property.

If concerned about the amount of salt being used
or the extent of snow clearing, management or the
board should check with their snow removal
contractor. The amount of salt used or frequency
of snow clearing may relate to drainage issues,
exposure to elements or risk of slip and fall
accidents.
Alternatives to salt
include sand or de
-icing products
which can be less
damaging to
landscaping,
internal finishings,
asphalt, concrete
and underground
garages.
Residents may
prefer use of these
products.

VIRTUAL MEETINGS
DEADLINE EXTENSION
A temporary Ontario provision
permitting condominium
corporations to hold virtual
annual general and other
meetings, electronic voting and
the sending of electronic
notices has been extended for
another year and expires
September 30, 2023.
While condo corporations without a virtual
meeting and electronic by-law can continue
holding meetings virtually and allow electronic/
telephonic voting for now, it is advisable not to rely
on government legislation which often fails to
consider best practices. This entails approving a
by-law which requires a meeting that achieves
quorum – 25 percent of the voting units – and
more than 50 percent support.
The ability to send notices to owners about
meetings and other matters electronically should
not be a temporary pandemic measure. This is a
cost saving measure that improves communication
and frees up employee time so they can focus on
other matters. Implementing a by-law entrenches
the right for your community to continue with
electronic communications, meetings and voting.
Virtual meetings and elections have been
successful in well-managed communities. They
remain a useful tool where in-person meetings are
not practical. It is unfortunate that this technology
can also be abused by some to manipulate the
results of condo elections and restrict owner
participation.
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RENOVATIONS AND REPAIRS

AFTER THE WATER IS GONE
What happens when there is a major water leak in a
high-rise unit? One recent situation was followed
from initial leak, through to unit repairs and the
owner’s return home.
The Nightmare Scenario

more than about $1,000, and their insurance paid
the corporation’s insurance deductible which was
substantially more. Had they not been insured, out
of pocket costs could have been in the hundreds of
thousands of dollars. The insurance company then
took care of repairing damage to the unit.

The problem started in the master bedroom ensuite The Aftermath
bathroom. A flexible hose providing hot water
burst. The hot water shutoff valve was stuck in the Their insurance company moved the owner to a
open position and could not be closed.
hotel for 30 days. They brought in a restoration
company to remove excess water and dry out the
Water poured out of the damaged hose for over an unit to prevent further water damage. A similar
hour spreading through the bathroom, bedroom
process took place in other units and common
and throughout the unit. Floors, walls, furniture
areas. Damaged building materials and furnishings
and window coverings were damaged. Water
CONTINUED PAGE 18 ….
quickly travelled down, causing
most of the damage to units
and common areas on the four
floors below, and lesser damage
on lower-level floors.
The first call was to the
concierge who was unable to
turn the water off. Once called,
it took a plumber more than 45
minutes to arrive. The water
was shut off and the damaged
hose replaced.
The second call was to the
insurance company.
Fortunately, the owner was fully
insured. They paid their
insurance deductible, likely no
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RENOVATIONS AND REPAIRS
AFTER THE WATER IS GONE… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17
were removed. A moving company arrived to
remove personal items and furniture that could be
salvaged so repairs could be undertaken. A
renovation company replaced floors, repaired walls
and repainted. Appliances were reinstalled.
Post-Restoration
Once the unit was fully restored, the owner took
measures to prevent another water leak. They
checked the pipes and valves under all sinks.

Water sensor systems, discs placed near the likeliest
sources of water leaks, can be purchased by the
owner or corporation. When water is detected, an
audible noise is emitted and an electronic message
can be sent out. Early detection and notification of
where moisture is appearing allows for fast
remediation and reduced likelihood of damage.

The condominium corporation could have been
proactive. They could have undertaken a plumbing
audit of all units to identify water risks. Owners of
units with damaged pipes or visible water leaks
• One hot water pipe was badly rusted and needs could have been informed and told to undertake
repairs to avoid being responsible for any future
to be replaced by the corporation.
• One water shutoff valve is missing meaning that damage arising from their water systems. The
above-mentioned flexible hose might have been
water cannot be turned off for the unit. This
identified and replaced prior to total failure. The
needs to be replaced by the corporation.
stuck water shutoff valve would have been
• One water shutoff valve is inaccessible. The
identified and repaired prior to the incident. For
vanity was improperly installed and blocking the minimal cost, hundreds of thousands of dollars in
shutoff valve. This will soon be corrected.
damage would have been averted. The corporation
would have avoided a major insurance claim that
Could this water problem have been avoided
will likely result in some combination of higher
premiums, larger deductible and reduced coverage.
Very likely, yes.
Few check their water pipes for leaking or damage.
A pail may be used under small pipe leaks. Leaks
from a faucet or toilet may be ignored. The cost of
wasted water is not a consideration by those who
don’t see water bills.
Turning off water to a unit may require an
adjustable wrench or a specially designed tool.
Residents of each unit should be educated on
where the water shutoff is located and how to turn
the water off. In practice, this is rarely done. Had
water been turned off in minutes rather than an
hour later, nearly all of the damage could have been
prevented.
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COMMUNITY

NEW RESIDENT
ORIENTATION
Offering new neighbours an introduction to the
community benefits everyone.
Consider welcoming each new resident with a
welcome package and visit by someone on a
welcoming committee. Helping them learn about
their new home and introducing neighbors is an
easy way to make people feel welcome while
encouraging involvement in activities and
committees, and helping to maintain the home.

•
•

•

Not everyone who purchases a condominium
understands the responsibilities that go with condo
•
living. They may have come from an apartment,
single-family home or environment where there
was little consideration of neighbours, shared walls
and community spaces. They may not be aware of •
repair and maintenance obligations. Educating new •
residents about responsibilities, and amenity and
common space rules, can smooth the transition
while avoiding problems and misunderstandings.

•

Access instructions for systems providing
community information or for submission of
service requests, questions and concerns.
Governing documents including declaration, bylaws and rules that are accessible online. While
this information was provided as part of the
Status Certificate, making it accessible in this
manner is more convenient and reduces
demands on the management office.
Details on the move-in process inclusive of
renovation and contractor procedures, and
elevator access.
Access to or copies of forms for varied needs
including elevator and amenity bookings, and
pet registration.
How and when to pay condo fees.
Amenity information including availability, rules,
supervision, hours of operation, and
reservations where applicable.
Procedures for dealing with trash, recycling,
internet or cable services, and municipal
services such as electricity, gas and water.

A warm, welcoming and informative introduction
can include a package explaining amenities,
programs and events plus a tour. Inform them of
A welcoming committee is one of the easiest and
community by-laws, rules and regulations. Let them
most effective ways to develop an active
know what is in the area in terms of services,
community. It becomes easier to develop programs
shopping, entertainment and professional services.
and obtain participation on committees.
New residents should be provided with the
following materials before or shortly after they
move into a condominium property:
• Resident information form to provide basic
contact information.
• Management office contact information.

Happy and well-informed residents have fewer
problems or conflicts. They cause fewer difficulties
for neighbours and tell others of their experience,
including their real estate agent who shares
information with clients who may soon want to join
your community.
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TYPES OF
CONFLICT OF INTEREST
Conflict of interest, as it relates to condominium
communities, is frequently misunderstood,
misapplied and the cause of unnecessary conflict.
There are two forms of conflict of interest.
Apparent conflict of interest is most common. A
board member or other individual has access to
individuals or information upon which they could
personally benefit. Most likely that individual has
done nothing wrong and has the best of
intentions. There is nothing improper in these
actions regardless of what some may claim or
believe.
Definite conflict of interest is when any of the
above can be proven.
Conflict of interest does not prohibit anyone from
serving on a condo board and can be beneficial to
the community when an individual has access to
useful information and resources. Where a
definite conflict of interest exists, meaning that an
individual can personally benefit from their actions
at the expense of the community, it is up to the
condo board to make this determination and for
the individual to recuse themselves from voting on
related matters.

TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION
INCREASES DURING COVID
Condominium
communities, generally
slow to adopt technology,
have looked to it for
solutions to the
challenges of Covid.
Health, safety and cleanliness have become more
important. We take greater care ensuring the air
we breath is clean and safe. Ventilation systems
have been enhanced by high quality filters that
remove more contaminants from the air before it
is recirculated.

Daily cleaning has been augmented by use of
sanitizer and disinfectant combined with
enhanced cleaning regimens.
Physical distancing has been facilitated by condo
management software. Residents and
management can communicate via an integrated
system that records resident communication and
service requests, and management responses or
actions. Amenities and elevators can be booked
by residents without direct interaction. Access to
exercise equipment and recreational spaces can
be booked with records retained for potential
contact tracing. Packages can be received and
recorded, with residents being informed on their
arrival.
Much of this is simply better adherence to what
were always best practices. Covid had increased
our awareness of them and will hopefully be
retained as the Covid threat subsides.
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COMMON AREAS AND AMENITIES

WINTER DÉCOR
Reduced sunlight, cooler temperatures and messier hosed down for cleaning. They can be purchased
weather require extra attention to our high-rise
and cleaned by staff, or rented and replaced as
lobbies and public areas if they are to keep looking needed.
good, safe and undamaged.
Heating elements are common on ramps to
The look and feel of these spaces, important to
underground parking to eliminate icing. They can
residents and owners, can be maintained while
serve a similar purpose in front of building
protecting the physical structure from damaging
entrances eliminating the need to shovel or lay
winter weather.
down salt which gets tracked indoor and causes
damage.
The basics of winter protection include mats to keep
floors safe and clean, umbrellas and umbrella
stands. These help to keep damaging salt and dirt
off floors, and reduce the risk of slip-and-fall
accidents. Nylon mats are best for removing
moisture, salt and grit from shoes and boots, and
for quickly drying foot coverings. Mats look good,
come in various designs and colours, can include
your building logo, and are easily vacuumed or
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WASTE & RECYCLING

TALKING TRASH
Recycling is popular,
trendy and good for
the environment.
Two of three are true.

A Forbes report estimates that a million recyclable
plastic water bottles are purchased every minute.
Only 91 percent are recycled. There are just too
many single-use plastics for our recycling systems to
handle. When it comes to other items destined for
Every plastic bottle tossed into a recycling bin is
recycling, too much is contaminated and
creating a bigger mess than if tossed in trash. It has inappropriate for recycling.
become clear to many that our recycling system
isn’t working as it should.
In our current system all recyclable items are
treated equal and deposited in a single bin.
Rising recycling costs and a smaller market for
Unfortunately, not all recycling is equal. Many items
recyclables is part of the problem. China and
flagged for recycling are unwanted at processing
Southeast Asian countries refusing foreign trash has plants. While the cost of and demand for recycling
left many cities with growing mountains of garbage. newsprint, plastic bottles and plastic bags differ, all
Our system of collecting and selling recycling has
recycling costs are rising and have reached levels
become a huge financial burden. To deal with
that discourage acceptance by recyclers. Many
overflowing trash heaps, Prince Edward Island has
items are no longer economical to recycle.
resorted to burning plastic bags. Across Alberta,
cities and towns are refusing to accept certain
Not everyone views garbage in similar terms.
plastics in their recycling systems. Toronto is
Cultural issues impact on how prepared Canadians
equally vulnerable.
are to recycle. Even if recycling systems were
effective, studies show that most first-generation
The current system of reduce, reuse, recycle has
Canadians – more than 60 percent – don’t recognize
emphasised recycle. We focus on adding plastics
the recycling symbol.
and other items to recycling bins rather than
reducing consumption. Locally, recycling has been For decades we have ignored the realities of waste.
encouraged in high-rise buildings and financially
Our mountains of garbage are invisible to most.
incentivized despite what is now overwhelming
Items intended for recycling have been shipped
evidence of the system’s failure.
overseas for others to handle. Canada has
admitted to violating international law by dumping
In Ontario, waste is a $300 million problem. More
garbage as recyclables shipped to Manilla for six
eco-friendly packaging would help. Plastic lining in a years, then paid to have it returned for incineration.
disposable coffee cup makes it difficult and
expensive to recycle. Single use coffee pods, such
Our single bin approach to recycling needs
as those used in Nespresso and Keurig machines,
rethinking.
are unrecyclable.
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BUILDING HEALTH

REALITY OF HOARDING
Some find watching someone who throws nothing
away while living in filth to be entertaining
television. In high-rise communities this is far from
entertaining.
There may be a nasty smell or flies in hallways.
Bugs living among trash may make their way to
other suites. When someone eventually looks
inside the suite, it may be littered with empty cans,
bags, bottles and trash. Newspapers and mail may
be laying around. Furniture can be covered by
paper and clothing.

are ineffective if the recipient is incapable of
understanding their problem and dealing with it. A
community-oriented approach can be more
effective. Contact family members or social service
agencies. A local zoning or fire department may
offer assistance or programs for dealing with
hoarders.

Hoarding or pack rat situations rarely get resolved
without intervention. Unresolved, these conditions
are a danger to an entire high-rise community.
There is greater risk of fire, pest infestation and
other building-wide problems.

While a written demand is unlikely to be effective, it
does show that efforts have been made and could
facilitate a court-ordered resolution. Should legal
action become necessary, take pictures as proof.
Condominium corporations do have the right to
inspect a suite if violations are suspected. A court
The standard condominium management approach can authorize cleanup of a hoarder’s home and
to in-suite problems doesn’t work. Warning letters ongoing measures to ensure it remains uncluttered.
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CONDOMINIUM CORPORATIONS
AND HOAS
Condominium corporations are planned communities
primarily in high-rise buildings combining personal living and
shared space.
Condominium corporations and HOAs were created so people
could continue to own their homes and co-exist peacefully
while being obligated to maintain common areas.
At one time there were only single-family homes.
Then high-rise buildings were built in urban areas
so we created co-ops, then condominium
corporations (stratas in British Columbia) and coownership legal structures. All were created so
people could continue to own their homes and coexist peacefully while being obligated to maintain
common areas.
In the United States, in areas dominated by singlefamily housing, owners desired something similar
so Home Ownership Associations (HOAs) were
created. In Canada, HOAs can only be found in
Edmonton where there are at least 30 HOAs or
resident associations.
Condominium corporations are planned
communities primarily in high-rise buildings
combining personal living and shared space.
Developers plan and build the community. Those
purchasing in the community abide by laws and

rules intended to ensure peaceful co-existence
while sharing maintenance costs.
HOAs are also planned communities which may
include protection and security in the form of a
guardhouse, gates and fences. HOAs manage
aesthetics and expectations of a neighborhood and
its residents. Each resident is required to join the
association, pay fees and comply with rules.
Wherever single-family homes are built, HOAs can
be desirable. When developers design a
community, they put in certain amenities to attract
buyers. There may be expansive grass areas,
heated swimming pool, tennis courts, golf course,
skating rink, clubhouse, private lake with paddle
boats, or beach facilities. Someone needs to pay to
maintain whatever amenities exist for the
community.
Once homes have been sold, the developer is no

CONTINUED PAGE 25 ….
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GOVERNANCE

APPROVING AND PASSING
BY-LAWS
From time-to-time condominium corporations may
desire to pass by-laws and require consent of
owners. Unlike rules which can be approved by the
board without direct owner support, by-laws
require a vote of owners and must follow an
established process.

The board then calls a meeting of owners for
presentation of the by-law. A preliminary notice of
meeting must be sent to all owners indicating
proposed changes to the by-law to be presented at
the meeting along with a copy of the proposed bylaw.

Process for Making, Amending or Repealing Bylaws

When voted upon at the meeting and if approved by
the required number of unit owners, the by-law
certificate is signed by the board and sent to their
lawyer for registration.

The condo board is required to approve the by-law
at a board meeting.

Once registered on title, the by-law is effective and

CONTINUED PAGE 26 ….
CONDOMINIUM CORPORATIONS AND HOAS… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24
longer involved and owners are responsible for
maintaining amenities. Having a condominium
corporation, strata, co-op or HOA solves this
problem while providing a way to maintain the
aesthetic look of the community. For single-family
homes that are part of a HOA, owners may be
required to maintain specific features of their home
such as window type, paint colour and fencing.
They generally pay a monthly or annual fee to
maintain amenities while being required to
maintain their personal space to specific standards.

HOAs, like condominium corporations, have rules
and by-laws. There are annual financial statements
and other documents about the financial state of a
community and future spending plans. Those who
don’t like or are unwilling to follow rules probably
should not live in a condominium or HOA.

Unlike condominium corporations, HOAs have no
required management structure. There is no
requirement for a board or president, and possibly
no established way to deal with problems or obtain
information. Where individual owners are solely
HOAs and condominium corporations are popular
responsible for maintaining their home, there may
because most don’t want to live in a run-down
be no reserve fund. HOAs are more likely to have a
community. They allow owners to maintain a higher less formal management structure, possibly in the
-quality lifestyle by accessing amenities they could
form of one or more unelected owners.
otherwise be unable to afford.
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APPROVING AND PASSING BY-LAWS… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25
must be included in status certificates.

not limited to:

Approval by Owners

•

Most by-laws require a approval by a majority of the
units in the corporation at an owners’ meeting.
Among those by-laws in this group:

•

Matters impacting on Directors. This can
include elections, number of directors,
•
qualifications or disqualifications, term of office,
removal, and regulation of board meetings.

•

Borrowing Matters. Any authorization for the
condominium corporation to borrow money.

•

Defining the Standard Unit. Defining the
standard unit for each unit class impacts on
determining insurance obligations and repair
after damage to unit improvements.

•

Insurance Deductible. Changing insurance
deductible requirements can shift responsibility
for these deductibles to owners.

•

Property Matters. This impacts on the
corporation’s ability to lease,
grant or transfer part of the
common elements.

When the Condo Act was
amended in 2017, a new voting
threshold was created for certain
matters; a majority of the units in
attendance at an owners’ meeting.
This lower threshold pertains to
requirements created by the 2017
amendments which include but is
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Candidate Disclosures. Condominium
corporations can add requirements to candidate
disclosures for elections to the board. They can
include provisions such as requiring written
submissions or providing them within a certain
time period.
Information Certificates. Condominium
corporations can increase the required
frequency or content of these disclosures.

•

Records. Communities can choose to define
additional core and other records the
corporation is required to maintain. They can
establish retention periods for the additional
records.

•

Meeting Material and Voting. Notices of, or
material for meetings may be expanded on.
Records requests, voting ballots, or proxy forms
may be revised to require identification of unit
or owner. There may be a desire to formally
permit virtual meetings and electronic or
telephonic voting.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

ELIMINATING RESERVE FUNDS
Eliminating reserve funds is one way to reduce fees. building components a seller failed to maintain.
Reserve funds can account for 30 percent of condo
fees. Reducing the contribution is an easy way to
lower fees; achieved with poorly prepared or
“adjusted” reserve fund studies. Adjustments may
include modifying the assumed rate of inflation,
unrealistic component life expectancies, lower
replacement costs for components or failing to
include items in the study. Given all this, why not
just eliminate the requirement for a reserve fund?
Reserve funds ensure owners pay their share of
common property usage so there is enough money
to pay for major replacements and restoration.
If there were no reserve
fund, owners would be
assessed an amount each
time equipment or windows
need to be replaced, garage
area repaired and
renovations undertaken.
Each could range from
hundreds to tens of
thousands of dollars and
owners would argue about
the need for each
assessment. Not every
owner would have funds to
pay the assessed amount.
Selling a condo would be
harder since a buyer would
be taking on the obligation
of repairing and replacing

Such a situation is currently playing out in British
Columbia where reserve funds are required but
with no obligation to fund them. Reserve funds
have been underfunded for decades as problems
mount and buildings decay. Today these
communities are under threat by rising insurance
premiums and deductibles, and inability to obtain
insurance, to cover the cost of escalating problems.
In Ontario, reserve funds must be funded although
many remain underfunded.
The importance of proper reserve fund studies and
fully funded reserve funds to the continued viability
of communities cannot be understated.
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CONDO BOARD GOES ROGUE
Not all condominium corporations are properly
managed. While most directors volunteer to serve
their community, some do so for personal benefit.
It can be surprisingly easy for directors to profit
from their volunteer position when owners fail to
demand compliance with the Condo Act and defend
their rights.

stop managing the corporation has been issued.
No criminal laws have been broken.

Protections against these abuses are available to
condominium owners should they choose to
exercise their rights. Many choose not to do so. It
may be preferable to allow a bad board to remain in
place when nobody is willing and qualified to serve
It can be surprisingly easy for
as a director. When problems arise, few choose to
document concerns and seek recourse through the
directors to profit from their
volunteer position when owners fail Condominium Authority Tribunal. Perhaps the
primary reason to accept these abuses is the faulty
to demand compliance with the
belief they are saving money. In the situation
Condo Act and defend their rights.
described here, condo fees were $576 per month.
At this level, it is hard to believe the community is
One community has not had an annual general or
keeping up with necessary maintenance and
board meeting since April 2014. Their term of office repairs. Owners may feel it is acceptable to pass
expired on April 9, 2017. As of mid 2022, these
these costs to future owners. More likely is that, in
directors remain in office without an election
the not-too-distant future, owners will be saddled
scheduled. Owners are not provided with the
with unmanageable costs or be unable to sell their
corporation’s budget or annual expenses, nor are
home.
they allowed to examine financial documents.
For these communities, the future is grim.
The president of the board profits from this
volunteer position by owning a property
management company; similar to the prior
president who also served as condominium
manager for a salary. The board terminated a prior
management company and hired the president’s
company to manage the affairs of the corporation.
This individual does not have a license to operate as
a condominium manager in the province of Ontario
and the company is not licensed. A Superior Court
decision ordering the individual and company to
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CATEGORY ???
independent owner association.
If owners disapprove of how their community is
governed, the Condo Act provides a mechanism for
removal of directors, or they can be replaced when
individual terms end through the election process.
Owners can vote out directors they disapprove of
and reverse decisions made by the board.
Condo boards are under no obligation to be
influenced by individual owners or owner groups. I
encourage you to review the following Condo
Archives sections for a better understanding of
how condo boards make decisions and interact with
owners:
• Condo Boards, Communications & Community –
Condo Boards & Directors
• Condo Boards, Communications & Community –
Are you aware of condo owners forming their own
Condo Boards & Resident Relations
association in their building to have a strong voice? I
• Condo Community Dynamics
believe that creating an association of condo
owners who reside in the building would be a
• Condo Boards, Communications & Community –
definite advantage. Your opinion would be much
Managing Disputes and Disagreements
appreciated.
The best condo boards obtain information from
M. H.
many sources, individual experiences and consider
owner input. They then make the best decisions
Response from Toronto Condo News they can regardless of how some owners feel.

OWNER
ASSOCIATIONS

While there is nothing preventing you from forming The real challenge is that most owners choose not
an association, the results you hope for are unlikely. to get involved and it is unclear how an association
would change this. Only when owners are in
agreement about the key issues to address in their
Building and maintaining an association can be a
community, and how to do so, can they properly
full-time job in itself. You identify the purpose of
organize to remove an ineffective condo board.
the association as to have a “strong voice” which I
presume to mean influence over governing and
decision making of your condo board.

Condo directors are elected by owners. Once
elected and part of the board, they are under no
obligation to listen to owners or respond to their
individual concerns. If your condo board chooses
not to establish and/or be advised by committees,
there is little likelihood they will listen to an

The ideal is to have a condo board made up of
directors who individually make the best decisions
they can from available information without
consideration of personal self interest. They will
make mistakes, there will be conflict, and many may
disagree. They will be the foundation of a
successful community.
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